INTRODUCTION
MR thermometry is valuable for monitoring and guiding thermal therapies, as it can detect temperature changes in a noninvasive manner (1, 2) . The most common MR thermometry approach is based on the proton-resonantfrequency (PRF) shift of water signals (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) .
Safety and efficacy of thermal therapies require accurate temperature measurements with high temperatureto-noise ratio (TNR), as well as high spatial and temporal resolution (8) . PRF temperature maps are typically constructed by measuring phase changes using gradientrecalled echo (GRE) sequences (4, 6) .
There exist many different types of GRE sequences, most of which are sensitive to the PRF effect. GRE sequences can be spoiled (e.g., FLASH, SPGR), unbalanced steadystate (e.g., FISP, GRASS), or balanced steady-state (e.g., True-FISP, balanced-SSFP, balanced-FFE, FIESTA), and their readout can be of an EPI, single-line, spiral, radial, or just about any other type. Spoiled sequences represent a common and reasonable choice for PRF thermometry; however, their signal becomes vanishingly small as repetition time (TR) approaches zero, and short TR settings can prove useful in some situations, for example when faster scanning and/or improved motion robustness might be required. In contrast, unbalanced steady-state sequences can effectively capture the PRF effect while maintaining high signal levels even at very short TR settings.
A particular type of unbalanced steady-state sequence, a dual-pathway sequence, was proposed to improve TNR over standard GRE sequences (9, 10) . It is based on the fact that the two typically strongest signal pathways in steady-state sequences, the fast imaging with steady-state free precession (FISP) and the inverted-FISP (PSIF) pathways, have maximum temperature sensitivity at different moments in the TR period: The PSIF is maximally sensitive early in TR, and the FISP late in TR. The purpose of the present study was to quantify how much of a TNR improvement can be expected from such dual-pathway sequence in various imaging conditions and tissue types. Recommendations were developed as to where and when to use dual-pathway sequences for MR thermometry, as validated in phantom and in vivo experiments.
METHODS
The dual-pathway sequence considered here samples a so-called PSIF signal early in the TR period and a FISP signal late in TR (9) . This sequence is similar to dualecho steady state (DESS) (11) except for the order of the PSIF and FISP echoes which is inverted here, to sample each signal when it is maximally sensitive to temperature (9) . Experimentally testing the sequence in a wide range of imaging conditions and tissue types would not be practical, and for this reason our final results and recommendations are based on simulations. As described below, experiments were designed to validate the simulation in several different contexts, to build confidence in the final (simulated) results.
Simulations: Overall Description
With any unbalanced steady-state sequence, all magnetization pathways are present at all times, but most are displaced to far-away regions of k-space where they may be ignored. In numerical simulations, arbitrary spatial resolution can be achieved, meaning that an arbitrarily large k-space extent including many different signal pathways can readily be captured. A homogeneous onedimensional (1D) object with no k-space feature of its own (beyond a delta function) was simulated with great resolution, so that a Fourier transform could reveal several distinct pathway signals. Each simulated voxel contained many isochromats, with Lorentzian frequency distribution. At the onset all isochromats pointed along the z direction; the simulation program then applied rotation matrices to simulate radiofrequency (RF) pulses, imaging gradients and offset-frequency effects, T 1 recovery was applied along z, and T 2 ¼ 1=R 2 decay was applied along x and y. This T 2 decay, combined with a loss of coherence among isochromats, led to a T
Þ decay for positive-pathway signals (e.g., FISP). In contrast, negative pathway signals (e.g., PSIF) behaved according to 1=ðR 2 À R 0 2 Þ, as expected (12) . At every sampling window the object's signal was Fourier transformed and the appropriate pathway signals captured. The RF phase alternated by 180 every TR, and a half-flip angle excitation in the first TR was used to accelerate the approach to steady-state. The first 500 excitations were discarded to ensure steady-state was reached even for the shortest TR and/or longest T 1 settings. All calculations were performed in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). 
Validation Against Analytical Solutions (R
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where u and M 0 are the flip angle (FA) and equilibrium magnetization, respectively, and: Similarly, signal ROIs were placed on each tube j, R S,i,j . To reduce bias in estimating magnitude signal and noise levels the following correction scheme was applied (16):
where M N,i and M S,i,j represent corrected noise and signal levels for image i and tube j, respectively, with 1 i 16 for all sixteen imaging schemes and 1 j 5 for all five phantom tubes described above. A matching set of 160 (i.e., 5 tubes Â 16 scans Â 2 sequences) simulations were performed, for comparison purposes, using the known pulse sequence parameters and relaxation rates of each tube. To simulate the slice profile, FAs from u ¼ 0 up to the prescribed value were simulated in steps of 0.1 , and results were combined with Gaussian weighting. Three separate scaling factors were needed when comparing the 160 measured M S;i;j values to their simulated counterparts. A fit parameter scaled M 0 , which is bound to have a different numerical value in simulations versus experiments. A second fit parameter accounted for the receive coil having different B 1 sensitivity for different tubes, as they were at different locations within the coil. A third one scaled the nominal FA, to account for variations in transmit B þ 1 values. Unconstrained nonlinear least-square fits were performed with the Matlab "lsqnonlin" function. Bland-Altman plots were generated to compare experimental and simulation results.
Abdominal imaging was performed on three healthy subjects at 3 Tesla (T) (Signa HDxt Twin Speed, GE Healthcare), following informed consent using an Institutional Review Board (IRB) -approved protocol. Four scans were performed on each subject with varying ETL, TR, and TE settings ( Three ROIs were drawn for each scan from each subject: one including all visible kidney tissue, another including all visible liver tissue (excluding blood vessels), and a third in the noise background. Corrected signal and noise levels were obtained as described in Eqs. [6] and [7] . Simulations for all 24 cases (3 subjects Â 4 scans Â 2 organs) were performed using the known Brain imaging was performed on four healthy subjects at 3T (Siemens Skyra), following informed consent using an IRB-approved protocol (30.4 6 2.1 years old). A single axial whole-brain 3D scan was performed on each subject, but each scan sampled several PSIF and several FISP echoes during each TR period. These scans were performed in the context of our prior work (12, 19) where we showed that T 2 and T Ã 2 maps can be calculated from such data. The number of slices, FA, TR, and TE settings varied slightly across subjects ( maps, PSIF and FISP signal levels at TE ¼ 0 were also calculated (12, 19) from the in vivo data, and compared with simulation results. FA values were assumed uniform within each ROI in the 3D volume. As before, two fit parameters were used, for M 0 and receive-B 1 scaling.
TNR Equation
The main purpose of the experiments from the Validation against Analytical Solutions, Validation against Phantom Data, Validation against In Vivo Abdomen Results, and Validation against In Vivo Brain Results sections above was to validate our simulation software for the task of accurately predicting PSIF and FISP signal levels, in a variety of imaging conditions. An equation is derived below to convert such PSIF and FISP signal levels into a measure of TNR, using the dual-FISP sequence as a reference standard.
The temperature sensitivity for FISP and PSIF signals, L FISP and L PSIF , is given by (9):
where g ¼ 2p Â 42:58 MHz/T is the gyromagnetic ratio for hydrogen and a¼-0.01 ppm/ C is the proton resonance frequency change coefficient. Phase shifts from either FISP or PSIF signals, Df FISP or Df PSIF , can provide relative temperature measurements:
With multipathway sequences, such as the PSIF-FISP or the dual-FISP sequences considered here, measurements from the individual pathways are combined with proper weights, to obtain a TNR-optimum estimate (9):
Assuming all FISP and PSIF images have the same noise statistics (i.e., same imaging bandwidth, matrix size, acceleration, scaling) these weights are simply given by:
Weights for PSIF or FISP signals in a dual-pathway sequence, or for the first and second FISP in a dual FISP sequence, differ because both their signal intensity and temperature sensitivity may differ, as shown in Eqs. [8] and [12] . Worth noting, because any estimate of S PSIF and S FISP will include noise, the weights from Eq. [12] may in practice only approach optimal ones.
The relative TNR, E, of our PSIF-FISP sequence, as compared to a dual-FISP sequence, depends only on the weights from Eq. [12] :
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Note that no DT term appears in Eq. [13] , i.e., E is independent of the actual temperature change being measured. A slightly different version of Eq. [13] is also of interest here:
where the max(Á) function is applied over all simulated imaging parameters. While E in Eq. [13] compares a PSIF-FISP sequence to a dual-FISP sequence for a given set of imaging parameters, E global in Eq. [14] compares it instead with the very best the dual-FISP sequence can offer, i.e., it compares PSIF-FISP results for given acquisition parameters with an optimized version of the dual-FISP sequence.
Validation Against Monte Carlo Simulations
Monte Carlo simulations were performed to validate Eq. [13] . Varying amounts of noise were added to simulated data and relative TNRs were calculated to obtain a Monte Carlo equivalent of E, called E MC below. More specifically, noisy preheating signals were generated by adding normally distributed random noise to the real and imaginary signals from each pathway. Postheating signals were generated by adding heat-induced phase shifts to the simulated preheating signals, and normally distributed random noise was added to both pre-and postheating signals, in both real and imaginary channels. Temperature estimates were obtained by dividing phase differences with the temperature sensitivities given in 1196 Ciris et al.
Eq. [8] . Finally, for each tissue, the relative TNR was obtained by dividing the temperature noise for PSIF-FISP with that for dual-FISP:
E MC versus E comparisons were performed for all combinations of the acquisition parameters u ¼ 40 , 60 , 80 , and TR ¼ 10, 15, 20 ms, for several tissue types. T 1 and T 2 values are provided in Table 1 . For all cases,
and 2D acquisitions were simulated using Gaussian slice profiles, as previously described.
TNR-based Recommendations for Various Tissue Types
The relative TNR, E, from Eq. [13] , was calculated for a wide array of imaging parameters and tissue types based on simulated PSIF and FISP signals. All combinations of u ¼ 1 to 85
, in steps of 1 and TR ¼ 6 to 60 ms, in steps of 1 ms, were simulated for a variety of acquisition parameters and tissue types. Color coding helped visualize cases where the PSIF-FISP sequence offers a boost in TNR (E > 1, green) versus TNR penalties (E < 1, red). Black represented cases with E%1, where PSIF-FISP and dual-FISP sequences were essentially equivalent TNRwise. A contour plot for E global , from Eq. [14] , was overlaid onto the color-coded rendering. The result was a compact display that thoroughly compared the TNR performance of PSIF-FISP and dual-FISP sequences: The PSIF-FISP sequence performed "better" wherever the display is green, and contour plots helped determine how good, in global terms, the performance turned out to be.
RESULTS
The dual-pathway simulations with R 0 2 ¼ 0 showed close agreement with the analytical solutions from Eqs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] (Figs. 1a-d) . Signal levels for a spoiled GRE sequence were also plotted; they typically proved weaker than those of the steady-state sequences considered here. At short TR settings, the signal levels from spoiled sequences can be order of magnitudes weaker than that of a steady-state sequence (as shown in Figure 1d ). Close agreement was also observed between E (Eq. [13] ) and its Monte Carlo counterpart E MC (Eq. [15] ) for all simulated tissue types (Fig. 1e) .
Simulations and experimental results, with R 0 2 6 ¼ 0, also closely agreed in phantoms (Figs. 2a,2d-g ), in abdominal imaging (Fig. 2b) , and in brain imaging (Fig.  2c) . Scaling factors from the fits were as follows. Phantom: Transmit B þ 1 scaling 82% of nominal value and receive-B 1 scaling equal to 106%, 95%, 96%, 101%, and 116% for tubes A through E, respectively. Abdominal and neuro: Transmit B þ 1 scaling equal to nominal value, and receive-B 1 scaling equal to 95 6 25% and 105 6 8% over multiple subjects and scans for liver and kidney ROIs, respectively; and 106 6 14%, 121 6 18%, 119 6 15%, 90 6 12%, 109 6 13%, and 121 6 14% over multiple subjects for white matter, caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus, red nucleus, and substantia nigra ROIs, respectively. As could be expected, higher receive-B 1 scaling values corresponded to tubes and tissues located closer to the receive coil. Scaling factors for M 0 are not listed as they have no particular physical meaning.
Close agreement between analytical, simulated, Monte Carlo simulated and experimental data as shown in Figures 1 and 2 represented validation for the simulation software. In contrast, the simulated results in Figure 3 intended to serve as recommendations for the choice of sequence and imaging parameters for PRF imaging. The PSIF-FISP strategy proved superior (green) compared with a more conventional FISP-FISP scheme for kidney, pelvis, spleen, or gray matter imaging at most TR and FA settings, and benefits increased at shorter TRs. The PSIF-FISP strategy proved superior only for short TR settings in other tissues such as the liver, muscle or pancreas. In all cases, TNR benefits of the PSIF-FISP acquisition increased considerably as TR decreased, and slightly as FA increased. As can be seen from E global contour lines Figure 3 , for tissues that benefited most from PSIF-FISP (Figs. 3b-g ), maximal dual-FISP TNR tended to occur at longer TR settings, e.g., > 40 ms. In such cases a two-to three-fold reduction in TR could be achieved with PSIF-FISP at minimal cost in TNR (Figs. 3b-g ). In contrast, for tissues that benefited least from PSIF-FISP (Figs. 3h-n) , maximal dual-FISP TNR occurred at shorter TR settings and PSIF-FISP had little more to offer. Figure 3o shows the relative TNR of PSIF-FISP versus dual-FISP as a function of T 1 and T 2 (TR ¼ 15 ms, FA ¼ 60 ). Again, tissues with longer T 1 and T 2 values tended to benefit most from PSIF-FISP (e.g., kidney, pelvis, spleen, and gray matter), while advantages were more limited otherwise. It is worth noting that as tissues are heated causing T 1 and T 2 to increase, the relative TNR would also increase (Fig. 3o) . T 1 increases by 1-2% per C (23-25), and a nonlinear sigmoidal relationship between T 2 and temperature resulted in similar changes in T 2 per C (26, 27) . For example, for a 20 C increase in tissue temperature, from 37 C to 57 C, and a 1-2% change in T 1 and T 2 per C, relative TNR for spleen and liver tissues would increase as shown in Figure 3o : Using a low estimate of 1% for T 1 and T 2 per C, relative TNR would increase by 2% with heating in spleen tissues (from 111 to 113%) and by 4% in liver tissues (from 101 to 105%), as indicated with yellow markings in Figure 3o . Using a higher estimate of 2% per C, relative TNR would increase by 4% in spleen (to 113%) and by 5% in liver (to 106%), as indicated with red markings in Figure 3o .
DISCUSSION
Excellent agreement was obtained between analytical, simulated and experimental results (Figs. 1 and 2 ). Visual displays were presented to help guide the choice of pulse sequence and imaging parameters for PRF thermometry (Fig. 3) . In general, dual-FISP sampling provided the highest TNRs at relatively long TR values, and may be a good choice if lower temporal/spatial resolution is acceptable. EPI readouts could help improve temporal resolution, at a cost in artifact content and geometrical fidelity. In contrast, a PSIF-FISP sampling strategy may be a fine option for faster scanning with shorter TR settings. The PSIF-FISP sampling strategy ensures that both PSIF and FISP components are acquired near their maximal temperature sensitivity, which leads to significant improvements in TNR, especially for tissues associated with longer relaxation times. Because both T 1 and T 2 are expected to increase with temperature (28) (29) (30) , TNR advantages for the PSIF-FISP scheme are expected to increase in all tissue types as heating occurs (Fig. 3o) .
The performance of the dual-pathway sequence was compared here with another steady-state acquisition, a dual-FISP sequence (e.g., Figure 3 ). Both steady-state sequences would vastly outperform spoiled sequences such as FLASH or SPGR at short TR settings (as shown in Figure 1d ), but the TNR performance gap would vanish at long TR. As a consequence, the rationale for steady-state sequences in an MR thermometry application C heating is shown for the liver and spleen, for 1% and 2% per C changes in T 1 and T 2 , in yellow and red, respectively.
Optimizing Dual-Pathway Sequences for Temperature Imagingmay be strongly linked to the desire, or lack thereof, for shorter TR settings and faster imaging. T Ã 2 is not, strictly speaking, a property of tissues, as it depends to a large degree on geometry and shimming. A limitation of this study came from some of the T Ã 2 values not being precisely known. Except when explicitly measured, e.g., in phantom experiments, an approximate value T Ã 2 ¼ T 2 /2 was typically assumed.
CONCLUSIONS
Simulation software, validated against analytical, in vitro and in vivo results, provided organ-specific limits where dual-pathway PSIF-FISP sampling is TNR-superior to dual-FISP sampling. The results presented here are expected to help guide one's choice of pulse sequence and imaging parameters for PRF thermometry.
